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Summary 

The extraction system for the Chalk River super
conrlucting cyclotron cons'ists of a single electro
static rleflector followed by a series of magnetic 
elements. These employ both passive iron elements anrl 
superconducting windings that provide variable 
deflection and focusing to extract all ions with 
acceptabl e beam growth anrl phase space di storti on and 
with no physical motion of any components. Calcu
lations rlone to analyze the perforlnance of this system 
are describerl. Inclurled is a rlescription of the 
treatment of the fi el d map data used for both the mai'1 
magnetic fielrl and for the channel elements. The beam 
dynamics for several ions in the extraction channel 
are descri berl in detai 1. 

Introducti on 

The extraction system for the Chalk River super
conduct i nq cycl ntron remai1s fundamentilll y unaltered 
since its original conceRtion l

• However' within the 
fllaqnetic channel elements 2 the coil geometry anrl con
ductor type have chanqed anrl these are described in 
detail elsewhere 3 

The system, which is s~own in Fig. I, consists of 
an electrost.atic rleflector locateri in a dee followed 
hy a sf'ries of fixed-position magnetic elements. Thf' 
latter consist of two lf'ns sections anrl two magnf'tic 
channf'ls. Figure 2 shows the layout nf the system 
along the bf'am path and identifies the nature and 
funct i on of each 1"1 ement. The defl ector provi des 
variahle steering at up to 140 kV/cm. The lens 
sections are saturated iron elements providing fixerl 
steering and fixed focusing. Channell combines fixed 
focllsing from saturated iron with variable steering 
from superconrlucti ng coi 1 s. Channel 2 uses super
conducting coils to provide variable focusing and 
variable steering with the latter inrlependently varia
hle in eacil of the two hal ves of the channel. 

In the sections which follow the generation of 
the maps of magnetic induction required by the beam 
rlynami cs corles and the procedures used to track the 
particles into and throllgh the extraction system are 
descrihed. The performance of the system is illus
trated by showing the beam dynamic properties of a few 
ions. 

Magnetic Induction Data 

The essent.ial raw matprial for the extraction 
calculations is the midplane milgnf'tic induction along 
the extraction path. This induction is generaterl hy 
the cyclotron steel anc1 main coils and hy the indi
viriual i>xtraction cfJannel f'lements. 

The cyclotron miriplane inrluction has neen 
mi>asured and is accurately known 4 only at loca':ions 
rarlially insHe the cryostat (shown as q in Fig. 1). 
~i>yonrl this mapperl region, out to the yoke wall 
i~duction rlata were taken with a single flip coilS 
along lines through the injection hole 0 and the probe 
hole C. No access was available to the extraction 
regi on. 

In modeling the extraction system the induction 
data used to represent this outer region has therefore 
been calculated. The calculation accuracy is known to 
be hi gh from the earl i er compari son with measure
ments 4

, with the largest errors being close to the 

flutter pole~. Further out, beneath the coils where 
thf' contribution from the steel is rerluced the accura
cy will be higher. To make use of this information 
the cillculaterl inrluction in thf' outer region has heen 
morlified by application of a rapidly radially 
decreasing empirical correction which also varies with 
azimuth. This rf'sul':s in the cillculaterl induction 
hlencj"jnq smoothly with tili> accurately measurerl 
inrluction in the inner region. 
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Fig. ~idplane ~lan view of the cyclotron: 
1\ - yoke; 13 - cryostat; C - rliagnostic prone 
holf's; n injection steering dipole; 
E stripper foil; F electrostatic 
rleflector; G,H magnetic lens sf'ctions; 
I,,) - maqnf'tic channell and ?; I( - ext.racti'ln 
yoke holi>. 

Near the yoke wall the effects of the holes pene
trating the yoke become important and as these were 
not part of the original calculation, special 
attention was given to calculating the induction 
perturbations they produce. To do this the holes have 
been morleled in the uniform magnetization approxi
mation assuming the yoke magnetization M was axial and 
uniform so that the perturhations could-be representerl 
as if from the equivalent surface current density 
K = M x n as shown in Fig. 3. At 1011/ induction this 
approximation is less valid hut still gives a reasona
ble representation of the distribution if not the 
magnitUde. The injection hole flip coil inrluction 
measurements were used t.o normalize the calculaterl 
induct i on to agree with that measu red in the yoke 
holes hy calculating an effective M. This effective 
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magnetization 'is plotterl in Fig. 4 against the magllet 
central azimuthally averaged inrluction an'i shows that 
the perturhing effect nf the ynke holes falls off 
rapidly with rlecreasing inrluction anrl will be negligi
hle at the lnwest nperating inrluction of 2.5 T. 

The i nrluct i on generated by the iron anrl super
conducting coils of the channel elements has to be 
calculated. The iron has been entirely represented 
using the uniform magnetization approximatinn which is 
very gond since the iron is in an axial induction 
never less than 2 T. The midplane induction from the 
coils was calculated by a Fliot-Savart integration but 
to calculate the winding end effects and the position 
of maximum induction (critical current) precisely, the 
code GFUN 6 was used. The induction from the channel 
elements is simply superposed with the calculated main 
magnet induction. 
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The i ron elements in the extraction system pro
rluce large harmonic imperfections in the accelerating 
reqi on. To reduce these, iron compensat i ng el ements 
located rliametrically opposite the channel elements 
have been used. These elements, also inclurled in the 
indllction maps, reduce the first harmonic induction 
imperfection to less than 0.1 mT throughout the 
acceleration region. 

Orbit Code Development 

A fundamental consideration in the extraction 
system design has heen the orbit dynamics and in 
preparation for commissioning the cyclotron there has 
been considerable development of the code used for 
accelerated beam dynamics including extraction. 

The corle SUPERGOBLIN (rleveloped from a version of 
GOBLIN obtainerl from TRIIJMF) has now been refined to 
allow inclusion of the measured inner and calculated 
outer maps of the cyclotron main magnet, the pertur
bations from the yoke holes and all the inductions 
from the saturated i ron and superconducti ng coi 1 s of 
the magnetic channels. As well as these data handling 
provisions, 'llajor improvements now allow the code to 
optimize cyclotron parameters. Two important examples 
are (a) the ability to determine automatically the 
externa 1 beam pa rameters necessa ry at inject i on to 
center ann phase the orbits beyonrl the internal 
stripper foil correctly and (b) the ahility to thread 
the heam automat i ca 11 y through the ext ract i on channel 

to the extraction port in the yoke. Floth of these 
would otherwise require tedious searching and tuning. 

Another important enhancement now permits a 
second order transfer matrix between several locations 
in the cyclotron to be calculated. This was essential 
in the injection beam line design where the cyclotron 
was repreiented by its transfer matri x in the code 
TRANSPORT. This enhancement has proved important to 
the extraction calculations where the same algorithms 
were userl to allow generation of precise transverse 
phase space plots. Previ ousl y M, lIPr plots were 
usect to represent transverse phase space along the 
injection and extraction paths. 

.IS. = ~ x ~ 
K = M sin e 

I=ig. 3 The holes through the yoke wall were modeled 
assuming the yoke was uniformly magnetized 
with magnetization M. The perturb'ttion in 
induction was calculated from the equivalent 
surface current density K. 
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Effective magnetization used in the calcu
lation of the perturbations due to holes in 
the yoke wall as a function of midplane 
induction. (Based on flip coil measurements 
in the injection hole.) 

The Extraction Calculations 

The extracti on cal cul ati ons have sought to simu
late as closely as possihle what we expect to see with 
our fi rst beams. The fi rst step in the ext ract ion 
calculation is injection, to determine as accurately 
as possible those injection heam parameters (immedi
ately after beam stri ppi ng at the foi 1 at the cyclo
tron center) which result in a well centered beam 
bei ng accel erated out to the extraction radi us. Once 
this has been achieved a first harmonic field pertur
bation provided by an azimuthal variation in the 
outermost trim rod settings is used to increase (by 
the precessional technique) the turn separation at the 
electrostatic deflector to 5 mrn or greater. Simul
taneously, small adjustments are made to the dee 
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voltage to center the 1 ast turn on the defl ector 
entrance. Further adjustments will ultimately be 
necessary to centre the beam along the deflector to 
maximize heam clearance. This is then followed by the 
automatic threading of the beam down the extraction 
system (see Fig. :;» by: varying the deflector volts 
to enter magnetic channel 1, varying channel 1 bias tfJ 
enter channel 2A, varying channel 2A bias to enter 
channel 2R and finally varying channel 28 bias to 
reach the yoke wall exit port. 
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Fig. 5 Radial position of last turns hefore 
extraction showing the increased turn sepa
ration at the last turn. 

Once the channel settings are determined a 
cluster of particles lying on the surface of phase 
space projection ellipses of the beam at injection can 
be transported from injection to extraction. The only 
remaining adjustment is that of channel 2 gradient to 
obtili n optima in both transverse phase spaces at the 
cyclotron exit port. T"is single freely variable 
focusing element (channel 2 gradient) is sufficient to 
match all beams. This is hecause most of the radial 
defocllsing is produced by the gradient at the outer 
fl utter pole edge wh i ch does not depend st rongly on 
midplane induction and is largely compensated by the 
fixed grad-ients provided by the iron in the lens and 
channel 1 sections. The required compensation is 
therefore much the same for all ion speci es. 

The Beam Dynamics 

The performance of the extraction system is 
illustrilted hy the dynamics of three ions - 23 MeV/u 
carhon 5+, 10 MeV/u iodine 23+ and 10 MeV/u 
uranium 33+. Figure 5 shows the radial position of 
the last few turns for each ion and the precessional 
turn separation enhancement. Figure 6 shows the 
radi al and axi al transverse phase space plots as a 
function of position along the extraction system. In 
each case the starti ng transverse phase space coordi
nates were those correspondi ng to best estimates of 
expected emi ttance for each i on matched to mi ni mi ze 
betatron oscillation amplitudes at injection. 

Figure 7 shows maximum transverse beam sizes 
along the channel including for uranium the effect of 
mistuning the channel 2 gradient coils. Figure 8 
shows the small differences in trajectory of the three 
ions as a function of path length. Table 1 shows the 
extraction system parameters necessary to extract the 
th ree ions. 

Ion 

Tahle 1 

Extraction System Parameters 

23MeV/u 
Carbon 

'5+ 

10Mev/u 
Iodine 

23+ 

10Mev/u 
Uranium 

33+ 

------------------------ -------------------

Deflector 
Gradient (kV/cm) 68.1 69.7 126.7 

Lens 1 
Gradient (Tim) 25.9 ("') 

Lens 2 
Gradient (Tim) 26.0 ("') 

Channel 1 
Bias (T) 0.398 0.079 -0.246 

Channel 1 
Gradient (Tim) 36.2 ("') 

Channel 2A 
Bias (T) 0.186 0.196 0.280 

Channel 2 
Bias (T) 0.365 0.220 0.120 

Channel 2 
Gradient (Tim) 10.0 10.0 15.0 

("') Fixed 
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Fig. 6 Radial and axial phase 
space plots along the 
ext racti on system for 
the three ions 10 MeV/u 
uranium 33+, 10 MeV/u 
iodine 23+ and 23 MeV/u 
Cn rDon 5+. 

Fig. 7 Radial and axial beam 
envelope full width 
along the extraction 
system for the three 

Fi g. fl 

ions. For the uranium 
ion the effects of 
channel 2 gradi ent mi s
tu~ing have been shown. 

The radial displacement 
of the beam centroid for 
the three ions along the 
extraction system rela
t i ve to that of the 
iodine beam which is the 
reference trajectory. 
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